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chapter four

Figure 217. Sima of the Lesche of
the Knidians at Delphi

combined with two motifs usually found on a flat, vertical background: a meander, which
provided the outer frame, and a double-linked anthemion, at the center. It is unlikely that
the bead motif was meant to suggest a curved surface in these buildings; instead, it must
have been used as decoration in its own right.
This is probably also the case with the purely painted version of the ornament on
architectural terracottas. The molded bead and reel was popular on roofing elements in
Ionic territory and areas under Ionic influence during the Archaic period. By the beginning of the 5th century a painted version is adopted for a rounded, but smooth surface.354
Corinthian-style simas from Delphi dated ca. 480–460 B.c., including that of the Lesche
of the Knidians (ca. 475–460 B.c.), further detach the painted ornament from the original molding by applying it to an entirely flat crowning fillet (Fig. 217).355 A similar treatment appears in Corinth in simas from unknown buildings, dated to the second quarter
or middle of the 5th century.356 The representation in these examples of a bead and reel
on a flat surface and its function as a border design show a comparable approach to that
at Sounion.
Both the egg-and-dart motif and its less canonical version without the dart were also
used on the ceiling slabs and column capitals of the Sounion temple. Despite the presumed derivation of the ornament from the shape of the underlying molding, it appears
in the capitals on both the ovolo and the cyma reversa profile. Its application to a flat
surface in the ceiling slabs represents another anomaly. Here the location of the motif
within a solid frame and closer to the center than the bead-and-reel band may, indeed,
allude to the molded transition to a recessed interior.357 That artists sometimes aimed for
this effect is shown, for example, by two series of 4th-century simas at Delphi, where the
egg-and-dart design is painted with shading on a smooth, but curved surface.358 Yet it is
not necessary to assume a trompe-l’oeil effect at Sounion, given the flexibility exhibited
in the use of painted ornament elsewhere in the temple. Although the painter may have
been inspired by the representation of moldings on recessed coffers, this motif probably
played the same role as the bead-and-reel borders at the edges of the slabs, which seem to
have been purely ornamental.
The lotus-and-palmette compositions appear in different locations on the two series
of ceiling slabs and accordingly take different forms. On the Small Series each element is
depicted separately, the lotuses in the center of a side and the palmettes in the corners.
They are linked to adjacent elements by nearly vertical S-shaped bands that rise toward
The
Temple
of each.
Athena
the palmettes and descend to the lotuses, but coil
inward
below
On the Large Series,

Figure 216. Anthemion decoration
on the inner wall face of the Doric
Treasury in the Marmaria Sanctuary at Delphi. Daux 1923, pl. 31

90 •

chapter three

Figure 90. Northern foundations
of sekos of Temple of Athena, from
west

Figure 91. Southeastern corner of
euthynteria of Temple of Athena,
with marble foundation block
below
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The Temple of Athena in Context

changes were made with the adoption of a square shape and, presumably, the introduction
of decoration. That decoration converted a two-dimensional surface into the illusion of
three-dimensional depth. Thompson and Dinsmoor conclude that the artist was imitating relief coffers but was constrained in actually executing them by the poor quality of
the marble and the need for economy.349 We should, however, consider another possibility. While the design of the ceiling slabs does demonstrate an awareness of coffers, these
need not have been in stone. Athens adopted the marble ceiling only around the middle of
the 5th century.350 Prior to that time, and indeed even afterward over the cella, a wooden
ceiling with coffers was in general use.351 It is just as likely that the Sounion architect was
inspired by these models. The execution of decoration in two dimensions may then reflect
a fusion of the earlier tradition of flat marble ceiling slabs in the Cyclades with the motifs
applied to three-dimensional wooden coffers used elsewhere. Moreover, it is consistent
with the preference for painted, rather than relief, forms expressed repeatedly throughout
the temple.
The rendering of the motifs in the Sounion ceiling slabs provide evidence for their
date and associations. As discussed in Chapter 3, the temple had two sets of coffers that
varied in size and design, but generally employed the same elements of decoration. These
include bead-and-reel and egg or egg-and-dart motifs, which are traditionally represented
on architectural moldings, as well as palmettes and lotuses linked by spiral bands, and a
star or circle with radiating points in the center. The motifs were painted on an etched
surface, which allows for their identification and reconstruction today, but no paint is now
preserved.
As noted in the discussion of the Sounion capitals, architectural ornament is generally
assumed to reflect the underlying profile of the molding. The application of the bead and
reel to the flat central band of one capital (72) and to the outer edges of the ceiling slabs
is a violation of this basic principle. Yet the painter apparently enjoyed a greater freedom
than the mason in representing motifs. It is difficult to assess how widespread the depiction of molded ornaments on flat surfaces may have been in Greek architecture, since
painting is often poorly preserved and insufficiently documented. Some extant examples
demonstrate, however, that the practice at Sounion was not exceptional.
A painted bead-and-reel design underlines a band of linked anthemia on the interior
wall face of the Doric Treasury in the Marmaria Sanctuary at Delphi, dated between 490
and 460 B.c. (Fig. 216).352 A bead pattern, apparently without the reel, decorated the interior lintel of the door in the Athenian Treasury at Delphi, ca. 490 B.c.353 Here it was

Foundations
The examination of the foundations by Thompson and Dinsmoor showed
the blocks to be of “random shape and size,” although with fairly horizontal
coursing, placed within trenches cut into the bedrock.11 The bedrock was also
cut down to just below floor level at the northwest corner of the building.
Extant foundations on the north (Fig. 90) and east sides of the cella were
mainly of marble; for the large portions now missing, the material is unknown. Those on the south side shifted from marble at the western end to
primarily poros, with occasional pieces of marble, on the east; the west side
used a mixture of these materials. The foundations for the colonnades could
be examined only in certain places, including the southeastern corner, where
marble was verified through cleaning (Fig. 91).
In general, the temple foundations were fairly shallow: 0.15–0.16 m on
the north and south sides of the cella and 0.17 m below the southeast corner of the colonnade, but extending to 0.40 m in the north cella foundation,
near the northwest corner.12 The blocks were relatively thin (around 0.25 m
in height). Larger ones lined the exterior edges, with smaller ones packed
between.13 Thompson and Dinsmoor measured the width of the foundation
of the south cella wall near its west end at 1.32 m, which is unnecessarily wide
for the toichobate and wall.14 It is possible, however, that the thickness of the foundations
was designed to compensate for their shallow depth. Similar, although less extreme, dimensions are found in the fourth Temple of Dionysos at Yria on Naxos, built ca. 570 B.c.
There, the 0.85 m wide walls rest on a base measuring up to 1.25 m above shallow (0.95 m)
foundations.15
Whereas Staïs and Orlandos had proposed, on the basis of the foundations, that the
temple had been constructed in two stages, Thompson and Dinsmoor argue for only
one.16 They explain the differences now apparent between the foundations of the sekos
(cella building) and those of the exterior colonnades as resulting from the removal of one
additional course in the former. Thus, the visible foundations of the cella building correspond to those below the euthynteria of the porticoes in the irregular form of the blocks
and in the use of both poros and marble.17 The same technique and materials are identified
in the underpinnings of the interior columns.
Further indication of a single construction is
provided by the lack of predecessors to these interior columns. Thompson and Dinsmoor argue
that a cella of this size, with a span of over 9 m,
would require supports for its roof.18 The alternative, trusses, would be inconsistent with the
“simplicity” suggested for the earlier phase. The
original excavators do not report any such supports, nor were traces found in the cleaning operation in 1968. Without evidence of earlier columns, and with the current ones erected along
with those of the porticoes, there is no reason to
assume two periods of construction.
introduction
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Figure 92. Temple of Athena: photo from east; state plan. Plan scale 1:200

As the American investigators point out, the use of marble in temple
foundations is unusual. They offer two possible explanations. One is that
the proximity of the Agrileza quarries allowed for the transport of some
inferior pieces. The other is that those pieces represent discards from the
execution of building members on-site. We know from the presence of unfinished capitals that work was carried out at the site, so either (or both) of
these scenarios can easily be imagined. Moreover, the use of marble would
have provided more support than poros alone, and may thus have allowed
for the shallow foundations.

Plan
Colonnades
The euthynteria, or uppermost foundation course, of the eastern and southern colonnades is almost entirely intact, missing only the half blocks that
served at the two southern corners (Fig. 92). It was measured by Thompson and Dinsmoor at 14.840 m on the east and 19.425 m on the south,19 and
by Orlandos at 14.78 and 19.34 m, respectively.20 As is typical, only the upper part of the course was visible aboveground. Accordingly, the vertical exterior faces of the blocks were dressed for about 0.08 m from the top, with
the rest left rough (Fig. 93). Despite its function as a leveling course, the top
surface of the euthynteria varies from the horizontal by up to 0.05 m.
On the west and north sides, the euthynteria consists of short segments
(3.195 and ca. 3.28 m, respectively) that terminate at the corners of the
sekos. Each of these segments is formed of three full blocks framed by two Figure 93. Southern euthynteria of Temple of Athena,
corner
half blocks. Where the euthynteria abuts the northeast corner of the cella from southeast
introduction
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Figure 6. Bay to west of Sanctuary
of Athena, from Temple of Athena

In general, the pit contained material similar to that of the Poseidon bothros. Fragments
of kouroi were more limited in number, but two of these bear dedicatory inscriptions on
the leg, a practice known mainly from East Greece and the Aegean Islands.10 Other significant finds include the head of a kore and numerous terracotta female busts, as well as a
series of terracotta votive plaques, miniature bronze shields and tripods, a miniature lead
kouros, and two early iron swords (Fig. 9). Whereas the female figures would seem to be
especially appropriate to a goddess, the other items have been associated with a possible
hero cult or grave.11
The swords are among the earliest material in the deposit. They were recovered at the
bottom of the votive pit and thus offer a tentative date for its initiation.12 In his guide to
the site, Dinsmoor placed them in the 9th century.13 Together, Thompson and Dinsmoor
explored early parallels and concluded that the swords should date no later than the
8th century.14 Other scholars would place them toward the end of that century. Lohmann
notes that the type had a long period of use, which means that these specimens likely
belong closer to the other early finds in the deposit.15 Killian also prefers a later date, citing parallels from the Geometric and Early Orientalizing periods, and Goette, on the
basis of this evidence, accepts a late-8th-century assignment.16 Given that Thompson and
Dinsmoor’s own analysis of other published objects shows nothing else that must belong
before the beginning of the 7th century, a date at the end of the 8th century seems reasonable for the swords.17 Another object for which a fairly firm, and early, date has been proposed is a terracotta plaque showing a ship with warriors at front and a steersman at back
(Fig. 10). It is perhaps the first example of this type of votive at Sounion, and has been
labeled a work of the Analatos Painter from around 700 B.c.18

Figure 7. Bay to east of Sanctuary
of Athena, from eastern edge of
sanctuary

Figure 8. Bothros in Sanctuary of
Athena: opening as it appears today
(left); partially cleared opening,
during cleaning operations, from
northeast (right)

Figure 9. Iron swords from bothros
in Sanctuary of Athena, end of 8th
century. Scale 1:5

Another pit was found on the eastern side of the Athena sanctuary, below a deep layer
of fill used to level the area (Fig. 8). The excavator did not clearly distinguish between material in the pit and that in the fill, but as Thompson and Dinsmoor observe, from the published reports it seems to be fairly uniform.8 It was also apparently very mixed, to judge
from Staïs’s discovery in the fill of a head and a headless body belonging to Cycladic idols.9
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the sanctuary of athena at sounion

The Sanctuary of Athena
at Sounion
Barbara A. Barletta
The Temple of Athena at Sounion has long
been recognized as one of the most unusual
buildings in the architectural history of Greece.
Its plan, with columns uniquely on the front
and only one side, is unparalleled in the Greek
world. Excavations of the Temple and other
buildings there, however, were complicated by
the fact that many architectural pieces from the
site had been reused in a Roman temple in the
Athenian Agora. Here, Barletta provides a fascinating examination of the early excavations at
Sounion, the debate over who was worshipped
at the so-called Small Temple within the sanctuary, the varied architectural influences on the
Temple of Athena, and the later use of its architectural pieces in the Athenian Agora. Building
on unpublished work by William B. Dinsmoor
Jr. and Homer A. Thompson, this study represents the first comprehensive view of the temple and its sanctuary.

in Context
Ancient
Art and Architecture
in Context 4
360 pp, 247 col and b/w figs, 2 tables
9.5” x 11.5”
2017
Ancient Art and Architecture

Barletta

Published with the support of the Getty Foundation, this series demonstrates, through case
studies of specific artifacts and monuments,
that aesthetic study, contextual investigation,
and technical examination are complementary
tools in the quest to retrieve meaning from the
past. By combining archaeological and art historical approaches within a contextual framework, the books in this series exemplify true
interdisciplinary research and lead to a richer
understanding of antiquity.
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The Sanctuary of Athena at Sounion
Barbara A. Barletta
The Temple of Athena at Sounion has
long been recognized as one of the most
unusual buildings in the architectural
history of Greece. Its plan, with columns
uniquely on the front and only one side,
is unparalleled in the Greek world. Excavations of the temple and other buildings
there, however, were complicated by the
fact that many architectural pieces from
the site had been reused in a Roman
temple in the Athenian Agora. Here,
Barletta provides a fascinating examination of the early excavations at Sounion,
the debate over who was worshipped
at the so-called Small Temple within
the sanctuary, the varied architectural
influences on the Temple of Athena, and
the later use of its architectural pieces
in the Athenian Agora. Building on un-

published work by William B. Dinsmoor
Jr. and Homer A. Thompson, this study
represents the first comprehensive view
of the temple and its sanctuary.
Barbara A. Barletta (1952–2015) was a
Professor of Art and Art History at the
University of Florida.
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ASCSA Relaunches Samothrace Series
The Sanctuary of the Great Gods on the island of Samothrace was a renowned
center of religious life in the northern Aegean from the 7th century B.C. until the 4th
century A.D., and the mysteries practiced there rank in historical importance with
those of Eleusis. From the beginning of Macedonian supremacy, Philip II and his
successors embellished the Sanctuary with great buildings of innovative design for
both pious and political ends. This series publishes the results of excavations in the
Sanctuary conducted by the Institute of Fine Arts, New York University, which were
initiated in 1938. The series was formerly published by Princeton University Press;
volume 9 is the first in the series to be published by the ASCSA.

LXXVI. Restored west elevation of Dedication of Philip III and Alexander IV and
Ionic Porch with tetrastyle prostyle plan and shed roof (TRT, YKK)

LXXV. Restored south elevation of Dedication of Philip III and Alexander IV
and Ionic Porch with tetrastyle prostyle plan and shed roof (TRT)

6
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Introduction
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Figure 4. View across the Sanctuary from the east, following excavations
on the Eastern Hill. Photo J. R. McCredie

Figure 6. View of the ravine, with the Propylon of Ptolemy II to the right and
the Eastern Hill complex to the left, from the south. Photo J. R. McCredie

Figure 5. View of the Eastern Hill from the east, with the columns
of the Hieron in the central valley. Photo J. R. McCredie

of the complex. From there, it cut a deep trough in the hillside as it plunged southwestward toward the center
of the Sanctuary. The fine Ionic Porch attached to the back of the Dedication directly engaged the passage
just as it turned toward the center of the Sanctuary; votives, stelai, and small constructions adorned its course.
Each aspect of the design emphasizes that the architectural complex on the Eastern Hill served as both
a destination and a point of departure. Having made their way from the ancient city and across the torrent
that defined the sacred space, pilgrims gathered here to prepare themselves for the rites of initiation that took
place in the sacred structures sequestered on the valley floor to the west. The space also served as a final gathering area for the newly initiated to take stock of their experiences before returning to the outside world. The
situation, design, elaboration, and function of the entrance complex on the Eastern Hill is on present evidence
unique within the history of ancient Greek sacred space; it enriches not only our understanding of the cult of
the Great Gods but also our understanding of ancient Greek sacred environments generally.
The continuous development of the Eastern Hill over half a millennium mirrors the history of the Sanctuary from its monumentalization in the Late Classical period through the most important years of Roman
imperial use. The buildings as well as the extraordinary display of statues grew up around the Theatral Circle,
a structure composed of an orchestra-like space entirely surrounded by steps, which forms the core of the
complex. Constructed at the end of the 5th or in the early 4th century, the Theatral Circle stands among the
earliest permanent monumental structures thus far uncovered in the Sanctuary. It remained the center of all
subsequent architectural and sculptural development on the Eastern Hill (Pl. CI). Just after the Theatral Circle was remodeled in the first half of the 4th century, a structure that we have named the Fieldstone Building
was constructed against the northwestern perimeter of the circle. This building also ranks among the earliest
known permanent structures in the Sanctuary, and its elegantly appointed plaster walls signal an early interest
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Samothrace 9
640 pp, 321 b/w figs, 108 pls, 27 tables
9” x 12” (2 vols)
2017
978-0-87661-850-9
Cloth $200 / £125 / €160

The Monuments of the Eastern Hill
Bonna D. Wescoat
In this volume, the key monuments that
form the theatral complex, including the
Theatral Circle, the Fieldstone Building
with its masonry style plaster interior,
the marble Doric hexastyle Dedication
of Philip III and Alexander IV, the
elegant Ionic Porch later attached to the
western side of the Dedication, and the
remains of dozens of bronze statues that
originally framed the Theatral Circle,
are presented in their archaeological,
architectural, and historical contexts.
The potential significance of the complex
within the mystery cult, both as the place
that initially gave shape to the group of
pilgrims undergoing initiation, and as
the place where new initiates ultimately
departed the Sanctuary, accords the
theatral complex on the Eastern Hill a

central place in the history of ancient
Greek sacred space. Actual-state and reconstruction drawings; photographs; and
a catalogue of the small finds, including
pottery, lamps, terracotta figurines,
coins, metal objects, inscriptions, stone
objects, and glass, accompany the text.
Bonna D. Wescoat is the Samuel Chandler Dobbs Professor of Art History at
Emory University and Director of Excavations in the Sanctuary of the Great
Gods on Samothrace.
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Tomb 44
Deposit C 11:4; Skeleton AA 316
Pit tomb, inhumation of two children
Middle Protogeometric
Figs. 2.216–2.223; Pls. II, III
Section ΠΘ: “PG Grave (1935) about 25m SW of Cistern A” (at 46/ΜΔ)318
Excavated May 28–30, 1935, by James H. Oliver
In some records as Grave IX319

Rectangular pit cut through yellow earth into bedrock to a depth of 0.30 m below the level of
the uncut surrounding bedrock. Oriented southeast–northwest, the tomb measured 1.40 m
long and 0.65 m wide at the top, narrowing with depth. The bedrock forming the edges of
the tomb pit was stepped in to provide an irregular ledge (max. W. 0.15 m), running round
all four sides. The maximum width of the pit at the bottom was about 0.30 m. A partial lining of fieldstones was bedded on the ledges; the uppermost stones were interrupted at the
southeast corner by an irregular recessed pocket containing two lekythoi (T44-2, T44-5)
(Figs. 2.216, 2.218).
Two skeletons were found on top of one another, both fully extended, heads to the southeast. No depth of soil separated them. The lower skeleton (Figs. 2.217, 2.219) was that described by Angel as a “six-year-old girl,”320 arms bent over the body.321 The upper skeleton
(Figs. 2.216, 2.218), with arms extended at the sides, was considered by Angel as perhaps
also a girl, about 7 years old.322 In the process of restudying the human remains, the lower
skeleton could not be located, and it may not have been saved; the age of the upper skeleton
was estimated by Liston as approximately 6–7 years at death, although with differences noted
between dental age and skeletal age. The sex of the individual could not be determined on
the basis of the bones alone. All of the grave goods were found either around or above the
upper skeleton. The two lekythoi in the recessed pocket (T44-2, T44-5) were at the level of
the top of the skull; two other lekythoi (T44-6, T44-7) were found either between (T44-6) or
near (T44-7) the legs. The oinochoe with high-swung handle (T44-1) was placed next to the
head at the northeast corner of the tomb; the skyphos (T44-8) was placed on the chest of the
deceased and next to it was one of four one-handled cups. Three more cups were found at
the feet and lower legs, near the southwest corner of the grave. Two more lekythoi (T44-3,
T44-4) were first encountered in the uppermost level of the grave (Fig. 2.220), above the level
of the upper skeleton.323 A quantity of water-worn pebbles, clearly visible by the side of the
grave after their removal (Fig. 2.218), were also recovered from around the upper skeleton.324
Plain yellow-colored earth filled the tomb pit to the level of the recessed pocket. Above
this, “black carbonized matter” and “small thin animal bones” were noted.325 The lekythoi,
T44-3 and T44-4, were recovered from this level, more or less intact and clearly not fireaffected.326 The animal bones noted by the excavator were thought to be from a sacrificial
318. In some records, erroneously, as ΠΘ Grave 5 (an empty pit cleared in 1936).
319. A summary of thePLATE
tomb, including
a drawing of
II
the upper skeleton, with grave goods in situ, was published
in Shear 1936a, pp. 23–24, figs. 21, 22. The human remains
were published in Angel 1945, pp. 303–304, 350–351, no. 75
(where for “KK” read “ΠΘ”). The tomb and its contents are
also discussed in the following: Desborough 1952, pp. 71–74,
85 (“an early tomb”), pp. 99–100; Kerameikos I, p. 154, n. 3
(cups); Kerameikos IV, p. 20 and n. 18 (lekythoi); Kerameikos V.1,
p. 36, n. 79 (“Nachbestattung”); CVA, Munich 3 [Germany 9],
p. 17, under inv. 6084 (1316) (lekythoi); Charitonidis 1973,
p. 34 (lekythoi).
320. The human remains were designated AA 29. See An-

gel 1945, pp. 303–304, 350–351, no. 75 (where for “KK” read
“ΠΘ”).
321. The length of the upper bone in each leg was 0.19 m
as measured in situ.
322. AA 316.
323. These were not indicated on the plan, but are clearly
seen in Figure 2.220.
324. Estimating from the photograph, there were about
70+ stones. Smithson considered that these were perhaps too
many for “counters” or “game pieces,” but too few for a “bedding or blanket.”
325. Notebook ΠΘ I, pp. 109, 116.
326. Their exact position in relation to the inhumation below was not recorded.

Figure 2.216. Plan of Tomb 44,

Figure 2.217. Plan of Tomb 44,

upper skeleton. P. de Jong

lower skeleton. P. de Jong

PLATE III

a

b

Figure 2.218. Tomb 44, upper skeleton: (a) from north; (b) from above southeast

T43-5

T43-4

1:3

T46-1

T45-1

1:3

T44-7

T44-12

T44-3

Selected MPG pottery

T44-8

T44-5

T44-1

T44-1
Scale 1:2
Watercolors P. de Jong
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T45-8

T46-3

Selected MPG–LPG pottery

T75-1

T75-2
Scale 1:2, except where indicated
Watercolors P. de Jong, photos C. and M. Mauzy

Agora XXXVI
1120 pp, 504 b/w and 3 col figs, 8 col pls,
35 tables
9” x 12”
2017
978-0-87661-236-1
Cloth $150 / £95 / €120

The Early Iron Age: The Cemeteries
John K. Papadopoulos and Evelyn Lord Smithson
This volume, the first of two dealing
with the Early Iron Age deposits from
the Athenian Agora, publishes all the
tombs from the end of the Bronze Age
through the transition from the Middle
Geometric to Late Geometric period.
An introduction deals with the layout
of the four cemeteries of the period, the
topographical ramifications, periodization, and a synthesis of Athens in the
Early Iron Age. Individual chapters offer
a complete catalogue of all the tombs
and their contents, an analysis of the
human remains from the inhumations
and cremations and of the fauna found
in graves, and a full analysis of the burial
customs and funerary rites. The pottery and other small finds deposited in
tombs are covered in two chapters. An

anticipated second volume will deal with
the material from all the nonfunerary
contexts.
John K. Papadopoulos is a Professor
in the Department of Classics and the
Cotsen Institute of Archaeology at the
University of California, Los Angeles.
Evelyn Lord Smithson (1923–1992) was
a Professor of Classics and Archaeology
at the State University of New York at
Buffalo.
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The Pylos Regional Archaeological Project: A Retrospective is an invaluable
resource not only for those interested in the history and development of southwestern Greece but also for researchers interested in additional methodological
approaches to archaeological survey.
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site gazetteer
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I28 Vromoneri Vergina Rema

Figure 35. General view of site I26,
looking southwest
I26

Lefki Kaldamou (5)

Figure 37. Site I28: (a) view of site,
looking southeast, showing soil
column to west of road; (b) view of
sampled alluvial soil column north
of the site by the streambed, with
artifacts visible in section

Fig. 35

Mod
A large knoll, with a small shed on top, north of a tin and cinderblock field
house, lies approximately 2.3 km southwest of the outskirts of Ambelofyto (Fig. 35).
Although there are piles of stone rubble, including some roughly worked small
blocks, no ancient artifacts or obvious cover slabs from graves were found. The
cylindrical shape of the knoll and its steep sides are probably the result of plowing
and bulldozing around it.
I27

Lefki Kaldamou (3)

Fig. 37

Pal, EH II
Site I28 is located approximately 3.25 km southeast of Marathopolis, on
top of 15 m high cliffs above a small, semicircular cove (Fig. 37:a). The cliff edge
is jagged and covered with patches of grass and maquis; farther inland there are
exposed bedrock outcrops and there is low maquis on the hillslopes that rise above
the cliffs. There are occasional exposures of deep red Pleistocene paleosoils, which
are thin everywhere on the site, and several isolated columns of earth are preserved
as high as half a meter or more, protected from erosion by vegetation.
The individual locations of all lithic artifacts and potsherds were plotted using
a total station over an area ca. 120 m long and ca. 20 m wide on either side of an
earthen road immediately south of the Vergina stream. Many appear to have eroded
recently from the scarps of the columns of preserved soil, but Middle Paleolithic
artifacts were found embedded in the scarp of a column of Pleistocene alluvium
at a depth of ca. 0.6 m beneath the modern surface (Fig. 37:b). Early Bronze Age
pottery, similar in fabric to Nozaina ware (see site I20), was concentrated in a
much smaller area at the southern end of the site. A rim fragment from a T-rim
bowl suggests an EH II date. The appearance of the site has probably not changed
greatly since the Early Bronze Age; for the Paleolithic, however, it is necessary
to imagine an extensive beach and coastal plain to the west of the present cliff.
PRAP I, pp. 415–417, 419, 433; PRAP II, pp. 563, 629; PRAP VIII, pp. 5,
14–19, fig. 2.

Fig. 36

Tiles: Mod
Site I27 is marked by a large rock pile incorporating numerous fragments of
pottery and tile 2 km southwest of the outskirts of Ambelofyto. Farther west, at
the edge of the same terrace, lies another pile of stones, with a little ancient pottery
and tile in it, while a third stone pile lies in the backyard of a small field house
to the southwest; no ancient pottery or tile was found in it. In 1995 fragments of
combed ware, coarse wares, and a pithos rim were noted, as were two fragments
of millstones, one of andesite (Fig. 36).

a

b
I29 Romanou Kokkevis Estate

Fig. 38

PR?
Site I29 lies ca. 700 m northwest of the modern village of Romanou, now
within the grounds of the Costa Navarino resort. The site comprises an unusually
flat basin (Fig. 38:a) of approximately rectangular form with relatively steep slopes,
bounded on the south by the Selas River. Identified from its rectangular form in
aerial photographs, the basin was cored by hand in 1993 and by power-driven
rotary drill in 1994 to determine whether it had held water and, therefore, may
have functioned as an artificial harbor basin in the service of the Palace of Nestor
(Fig. 38:b). It is possible that the basin was filled in as a result of a catastrophic
erosion event in the wake of the collapse of the palatial system.
PRAP II, pp. 613–623; Davis 2008, pp. 69–74.

Figure 36. Artifacts found at site I27,
left to right: pithos fragment, orange
plain ware, combed coarse ware, volcanic millstone, andesite millstone

Plate 12

chapter 3

Pylos Regional
A r c h a e ol o g i c a l P r o j e c t,
Pa r t i i i
S i r Wi l l i a m G e l l ’s I t i n e r a r y
in the Pylia and Regional
Landscapes in the Morea in
the Second Ottoman Period
by John Bennet, Jack L. Davis, and Fariba Zarinebaf-Shahr

c. Investigation of the former port basin, using a rotary drill.

This article previews the study of the Second Ottoman period (1715–1821)
by members of the Pylos Regional Archaeological Project. By closely
comparing Sir William Gell’s apparently dispassionate descriptions of
the Navarino Bay area with other documentary and archaeological data,
we suggest that reconstruction of settlement and land use relying solely
on Gell’s descriptions can result in misrepresentation. This conclusion
has implications for modern Greek social and economic history, since
the image that Gell sketches appears to support a commonly held belief
that settlement during Ottoman occupation was concentrated in more
mountainous areas, while the lowlands were largely devoid of permanent
habitation.

Eberhard Zangger

a. An olive orchard in the valley of the Metaxada
river in April, with dove’s-foot cranesbill
(Geranium molle L.) and grasses dominating
the herb layer. A few weeks later, the application of herbicides and plowing will have
completely removed the herb layer. Sergei B.

Since the earliest days of regional archaeological surveys in Greece, the
study of the periods of Ottoman occupation has proven frustrating.1 For
most earlier periods, artifact typologies—based on chipped stone or ceramics—are sufficiently well understood to allow surface remains found
by means of intensive survey to be dated, sometimes with great precision.
Pottery from the times of Turkish domination, on the other hand, is relatively poorly understood, particularly for the 18th and early 19th centuries,
and can generally be assigned only to broad chronological parameters.

Yazvenko

b. The floodplain (former port basin) west of the Kokevis villa, as
seen from the Tragana tholoi. Eberhard Zangger

d. The Metaxada valley with cultivated olive
orchards and vineyards occupying the floodplain. The hill slopes are covered by macchia,
some of which was recently destroyed by a
fire. Sergei B. Yazvenko

1. We would like to thank Pierre
MacKay for permission to quote
from his unpublished translation of
Evliya Çelebi, and Mary Lee Schmidt
of the Lloyd Library and Museum in
Cincinnati for furnishing us with
photographic negatives of maps included in the Atlas volume prepared
by the Expédition scientifique de
Morée. Peter Topping offered much
encouragement at an early stage in
this project. We are also grateful to

Siriol Davies for making available
to us in advance of publication the
results of her researches in Venice,
conducted on behalf of the Pylos
Regional Archaeological Project
(PRAP). We thank Susan E. Alcock,
director of historical studies for
PRAP, for her encouragement.
Sharon Gerstel, who has studied
Byzantine Messenia for PRAP, helped
us obtain copies of publications from
the collections of Dumbarton Oaks.

Originally published in Hesperia 69 (2000), pages 343–380

[PRAP II, Plate 112]
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The constant support of Debi
Harlan has been indispensable to
the success of our endeavors. We
thank the Başbakanlık Archives in
Istanbul for their generosity in permitting Zarinebaf-Shahr to study
the Ottoman cadastral register Tapu
Tahrir (hereafter, TT ) 880. Finally,
the article has benefited from the
advice of Hesperia’s anonymous
referees.

the pylos regional archaeological project

g

the pylos regional
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978-0-87661-968-1

American School
of Classical Studies
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Paper $55 / £45 / €50

The Pylos Regional Archaeological
Project: A Retrospective
Edited by Jack L. Davis and John Bennet
This volume represents the product of
25 years of study conducted by the Pylos
Regional Archaeological Project, a multi
disciplinary, diachronic archaeological
expedition formally organized in 1990 to
investigate the history of prehistoric and
historic settlement in western Messenia
in Greece. An introduction, setting the
project in context, and an extensive
gazetteer of sites precede a collection of
eight previously published articles, which
appeared in Hesperia, the journal of the
ASCSA, between 1997 and 2010. Taken
together, these contributions document a
comprehensive methodological approach
by an archaeological project that was one
of the first to incorporate new technol-

ogies such as digital mapping tools and
online databases. The results of such a
long-term and multifaceted research
program illuminate the shifting relationships between humans, their landscapes,
and historical forces, both local and
distant.
Jack L. Davis is the Carl W. Blegen
Professor of Greek Archaeology at the
University of Cincinnati.
John Bennet is the Director of the
British School at Athens and a Professor
of Aegean Archaeology at the University
of Sheffield.
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Lerna VIII
520 pp, 357 b/w and 9 color figs,
32 tables
9” x 12”
2018
978-0-87661-308-5
Cloth $150 / £95 / €120

The Historical Greek Village
Brice L. Erickson
This volume presents the Protogeometric through Hellenistic material
(ca. 970–175 b.c.) from ASCSA excavations conducted in the 1950s at Lerna in
the Argolid, one of the most important
prehistoric sites in Greece. The material
derives from two main sources: burials
from a Geometric cemetery near the settlement and Late Archaic, Classical, and
Hellenistic wells from the mound proper.
Although the material consists primarily
of pottery and other ceramic finds, it
also includes human remains, animal
bones and shells, coins, inscriptions, and
bronze and stone objects. This study not
only gives scholars greater insight into
ceramic developments in the Argolid, it
brings much-needed focus to the material culture of a historic settlement not

know for strategic trading, politics, or
military prowess. Lerna VIII will greatly
facilitate comparative studies with other
modestly sized communities in ancient
Greece.
Brice L. Erickson is an Associate Professor of Classics at the University of
California, Santa Barbara.
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Corinth VII.7
360 pp, 45 ills, 48 figs, 44 pls, 3 plans,
3 tables
9” x 12”
2018
978-0-87661-077-0
Cloth $150 / £95 / €120

Hellenistic Pottery: The Fine Wares
Sarah A. James
Using deposits recently excavated from
the Panayia Field, this volume substantially revises the absolute chronology
of Corinthian Hellenistic pottery as
established by G. Roger Edwards in
Corinth VII.3 (1975). This new research,
based on quantitative analysis of over
50 deposits, demonstrates that the date
range for most fine-ware shapes should
be lowered by 50–100 years. Contrary to
previous assumptions, it is now possible
to argue that local ceramic production
continued in Corinth during the interim
period between the destruction of the
city in 146 b.c. and when it was refounded as a Roman colony in 44 b.c. This
volume includes detailed shape studies
and a comprehensive catalogue. With
its presentation of this revised “Panayia

Field chronology,” Corinth VII.7 is a
long-awaited and much-needed addition
to the Corinth series.
Sarah A. James is an Assistant Professor
of Classics at the University of Colorado,
Boulder.
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Agora XXXVIII
248 pp, 12 col figs, 3 col and b/w plans,
60 pls
9” x 12”
2017
978-0-87661-238-5
Cloth $150 / £95 / €120

Votive Reliefs
Carol L. Lawton
This volume includes all of the Classical,
Hellenistic, and Roman votive reliefs
found to date in the excavations of the
Athenian Agora. In addition to providing a catalogue of the reliefs arranged
according to their subjects, the author
treats the history of their discovery, their
production and workmanship, iconography, and function. A large part of the
study is devoted to discussion of the
original contexts of the reliefs in an attempt to determine their relationship to
shrines in the vicinity and to investigate
what they can tell us about the character
of religious activity in the vicinity of the
Agora. The work will be an important
reference for historians of Greek art as
well as of Greek religion.

Carol L. Lawton is the Ottilia Buerger
Professor of Classical Studies at Lawrence University.
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Isthmia X
256 pp, 6 plans, 6 figs, 58 pls, 2 tables
9” x 12”
2017
978-0-87661-930-8
Cloth $150 / £95 / €120

Terracotta Lamps II: 1967–2004
Birgitta Lindros Wohl
This volume discusses more than 400
lamps and lamp fragments dating from
the Late Archaic to the Byzantine period
found over several decades at the Sanctuary of Poseidon at Isthmia. These come
from excavations undertaken by UCLA
from 1967 to 1987 under the direction
of Paul Clement and since then by OSU
under the direction of Timothy Gregory.
In addition to a detailed catalogue, the
volume presents a commentary on the
types of lamps used at the sanctuary that
enriches our knowledge of their manufacture, use, and artistic evolution over
time. The lamps also contribute to a better
understanding of the site, as they reflect
the various historical, political, and religious vicissitudes at Isthmia, and in the
Corinthia in general, over the centuries.

Birgitta Lindros Wohl is Professor
Emerita at California State University at
Northridge.
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Prehistoric corinth and the corinthia

104

ancient corinth: site Guide

3% PRoPyLaia

The Propylaia was a monumental arch at the entrance to the Forum
from the Lechaion Road 3^. Its foundations are visible on either side
of the modern wooden platform.
Study of the foundations and architectural remains has indicated
that the Propylaia had three phases. In its first phase, perhaps dating
to the early 1st century A.d., it consisted of three archways: a large
central one flanked by two smaller ones. In its second phase, perhaps
near the end of the 1st century A.d., it became a large, single-bayed
arch with a much deeper vault and pylons, approached by a central
flight of steps. Fragments of relief sculpture found in the area suggest
Figure 175. Neolithic and Early Helladic pottery and figurines mainly
that later during
phase,
perhaps ca.areas
a.d.in117,
the arch may have
from thethis
Forum
and surrounding
Corinth
been decorated with sculptural panels representing imperial sacrifice,
barbarian submission, and captured weapons. At the time of Pausanias’s visit to Corinth later in the 2nd century A.d., the Propylaia was
crowned by gilded bronze chariots of Helios and Phaethon (Paus. 2.3.2;
see Fig. 86). In the Propylaia’s third phase, sometime in the Late
Roman period, crosswalls and a platform to the east were built.

1!

the exit on the west side of the road is the Old Museum, while to
the right is the village square. The exit from the archaeological
site lies at the north end of this well-preserved stretch of road.

toPogRaPhicaL note 4

clay with an impression acting as the signature of the official in
possession of the seal), and obsidian and bone tools. Remains
of an Early Helladic II settlement were found in the area of the
Gymnasium 5^, while Early Helladic III pottery was among the
finds from the Tile Works 6).
Although there is abundant evidence for extended habitation
in the Neolithic and Early Helladic periods, the same is not true
for the Middle and Late Helladic. The Romans probably eliminated most of the relevant strata when digging the deep foundations of the Roman colony. The dearth of material culture has led
some to assert that Corinth did not exist during the Late Bronze
Age. However, these claims are thrown into doubt by a number
of facts. Members of an elite class were buried in a grave circle
in the North Cemetery 6^ on the plain to the north of the city
at the end of the Middle Helladic period. That the hierarchical
power structure continued in Late Helladic times is suggested by
the discovery of a tholos tomb excavated by the Greek Archaeological Service in the plain to the northwest of Cheliotomylos in
2007. An absence of tholos tombs can thus no longer be used as
an argument to support the hypothesis of Corinth’s insignificance
and its dominance by Mycenae during the Late Bronze Age. A
Late Mycenaean deposit from the Julian Basilica 2$, containing
forum
a krater manufactured in the Argolidsite
andtour:
decorated
with105
chariots
M, indicates that the area of the Forum was inhabited during this
period. Such vessels formed part of the drinking service used at
banquets
among
Mycenaean
elite.
View
down
the the
Lechaion
Road
The end of the Mycenaean period and the transition to the
Early
Iron Age provides
are represented
remains
The platform of
the Propylaia
a usefulby
oveview
of in
thethe area of the
the Sanctuary
of Demeter
and93).
Kore
Lechaion RoadForum,
and theinmonuments
that
face it (Fig.
To4(
theon the northern
slope of
Acrocorinth,
on Acrocorinth
itself. A reevalua5)
east of the Propylaia
is the
Fountain and
of Peirene
.
The
curving
3&
tionwere
of theadded
cyclopean
of thein
fortifications
on Acrocorinth is
walls of the apses
to theparts
structure
late antiquity,
necessary,
if very
given
their inaccessibility.
Their
and large marble
columns,even
reused
fromdifficult
a classical
building,
were
traditional
datein
inthe
theLate
Archaic
period
was based
added to the southern
facade
Antique
period.
Paus-on the assumpthat Corinth
didallow
not exist
Late
ing for a quiettion
moment
here will
one in
tothe
hear
theBronze
water Age. This is no
longer the
case.
still running through
underground
conduits. To the west along
settlements
around
Corinth
show
continuous habithe Lechaion Road Other
are shops,
and behind
these
evidence
of the
throughout
the
Bronze
Age. .On
coast to the north,
quarry that cuttation
away the
east side of
Temple
Hill
Justthe
beyond

Corinth’s natural resources, good arable land, and copious freshwater springs attracted early farmers to the site from the middle
of the 7th millennium B.c. Artifacts excavated in the deposits
discussed below (Fig. 175) are on display in the Prehistoric room
in the museum M. Early and Middle Neolithic deposits have
been found at the main site, especially on Temple Hill r, in the
Lechaion Road Valley 3^, and on the West Terrace h. Habitation continued in the same areas and extended to the vicinity
of Temple E q during the Late Neolithic period. Architectural
remains of the period form a neighborhood west of the temples
on the West Terrace h. A house, a street, and an open-air work
yard with numerous postholes for wooden frames suggest an
area used for industrial processes, such as tanning.
The Early Helladic period is known from habitation deposits on Temple Hill, in the Lechaion Road Valley, and in the area of
the museum and Temple E, as well as from Early Helladic II shaft
graves on Panayia Hill. An Early Helladic II well at Cheliotomylos 5$ contained 20 to 30 human skeletons along with pottery,
terracotta anchors, spindle whorls, a sealing (a small piece of

M

Corinth I.1 (1932), pp. 159–192; C. M. Edwards, Hesperia 63 (1994), pp. 263–308.

3^ Lechaion Road

The line of the Lechaion Road existed as early as the Classical period,
and it was reestablished by the Romans as the main north–south
artery, the cardo maximus, of the Roman city. The Lechaion Road
linked the Forum of Corinth with the harbor of Lechaion on the
Corinthian
Gulf, 3corinth:
km to the
north.
ancient
site
guideIn the time of Augustus, it was
168
unpaved and open to wheeled traffic. The road was paved with limestone slabs in the second half of the 1st century A.d., when traffic was
confined to pedestrians. At this period there were sidewalks on either
side of the road with gutters to carry away rainwater. Rows of shops
were created on both sides of the road, and colonnades and bases for
dedications were set between the shops and the pavement. The road
began to lose its importance from the 10th century A.d. onward and
was finally abandoned after the earthquake of 1858.
On the west side of the Lechaion Road is a row of 16 small shops.
To the west of these shops, the most important building was a large

site tour: outside the forum

6$ Pallas Basilica
Figure 93.EThe
Road,
with
to the
leftvillage
and the
(1.4Lechaion
km, 20 min.)
From
thethe
siteOld
exit,Museum
go south out
of the
square for 75 m, then
village square
to the
theatsite
head east
for right
280 mjust
to aoutside
crossroad
the exit
hotel Rooms Marinos. Continue east for 100 m,

then turn left. After 80 m, turn right onto a narrow road between two houses. This road
winds eastward along the edge of the terrace. After 500 m, turn right (south) onto a dirt
road just before the Smile of the Child charity. Continue south for 200 m. The basilica is in
the field on the west side of the road.

The remains of a cement and rubble structure, thought by the Greek
archaeologist Dimitrios Pallas to be an important basilica, were further investigated by the American School in 2000. Remote sensing
survey and examination of the standing remains have shown that the
building consists of a circular or octagonal structure, 12 m in diameter,
attached to a rectangular structure 20 m square. To judge from the
density of built cist graves to the north of the nearby city wall, this
building might be a martyrium.

Figure 165. Axonometric drawing of the Kraneion Basilica

6% amPhitheater

E (1.4 km, 20 min.) From the Pallas Basilica, return to the road running along the edge of
the terrace and continue eastward for 250 m. The Amphitheater is on the south side of the
road after the Smile of the Child charity.
A large oval depression (79 m long × 52 m wide) marks the site of
the arena of the Roman Amphitheater (Fig. 167). A broad gap on the
south side probably marks the position of the Porta Triumphalis, the
entrance to the arena. Traces of a massive concrete and masonry wall
that originally supported the superstructure are visible in the olive
grove on the southeast and southwest sides. These suggest exterior
dimensions of ca. 100 × 70 m. Still visible are several steps cut into the
Figure 166. Plan of the Kraneion Basilica

monuments, accessed via the side aisles. A complete sigma table (a
dining table M) was found in the cemetery to the south. The screen
from the church is on display in the museum courtyard M. The date
of this basilica is considered to be 6th century A.d., and the lamps,
pitchers, and coins in the graves indicate that burial continued well
into the 7th century A.d.

M

Figure 167. The Amphitheater, from the north

Corinth I.1 (1932), pp. 77–80; Corinth XVI (1957), pp. 7–9.
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2 foldout maps
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2018
978-0-87661-661-1 (English)
978-960-7067-09-8 (modern Greek)
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Ancient Corinth: Site Guide (7th ed.)

Guy D. R. Sanders, Jennifer Palinkas, and Ioulia Tzonou-Herbst,
with James Herbst
This is the first official guidebook to
the site of ancient Corinth published by
the ASCSA in 50 years, and comes fully
updated with the most current information, color photos, maps, and plans. It is
an indispensable resource for the casual
tourist or professional archaeologist new
to the site. The guide begins with a history of Corinth and its excavations and
then presents two tours. The first takes
visitors through the archaeological site
from the Temple of Apollo to the Forum,
the Fountain of Peirene, and more. The
second tour covers the ancient monuments outside the fenced area of the site,
including the Odeion, the Theater, and
the Asklepieion, and then the various
remains of ancient Corinth located within and outside the ancient Greek walls,

including the Sanctuary of Demeter and
Kore and the Lechaion Basilica. Short
bibliographic notes for many entries lead
the reader to fuller descriptions of monuments, objects, and concepts; a glossary is
also provided. Interspersed in the text are
topographical notes and focus boxes on
special topics such as geology, Pausanias,
St. Paul, and prehistoric Corinth and the
Corinthia.
Guy D. R. Sanders is the former Director
of the Corinth Excavations. Jennifer
Palinkas is an instructor at Harford Day
School in Maryland. Ioulia TzonouHerbst is the Associate Director of the
Corinth Excavations. James Herbst is
the Architect of the Corinth Excavations.
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Context

XXXIV. Vessel Glass, by Gladys D. Weinberg
and E. Marianne Stern (2009)
978-0-87661-234-7 (cloth)

1. The Derveni Krater: Masterpiece of Classical Greek Metalwork, by Beryl Barr-Sharrar
(2008)
978-0-87661-962-9 (cloth)

XXXV. Funerary Sculpture, by Janet Burnett
Grossman (2013)
978-0-87661-235-4 (cloth)
978-1-62139-014-5 (eBook)

2. Histories of Peirene: A Corinthian Fountain
in Three Millennia, by Betsey A. Robinson
(2011)
978-0-87661-965-0 (cloth)

XXXVII. Amphora Stamps from Thasos, by
Chavdar Tzochev (2016)
978-0-87661-237-8 (cloth)
978-1-62139-030-5 (eBook)

3. Hunters, Heroes, Kings: The Frieze of
Tomb II at Vergina, by Hallie M. Franks
(2012)
978-0-87661-966-7 (cloth)
978-1-62139-010-7 (eBook)

The Argive Heraion
I. The Architecture of the Classical Temple of
Hera, by Christopher A. Pfaff (2003)
978-0-87661-801-1 (cloth)

Corinth
I.4. The South Stoa and Its Roman Successors,
by Oscar Broneer (1954; reprinted 1971)
978-0-87661-014-5 (cloth)
I.5. The Southeast Building, the Twin Basilicas, the Mosaic House, by Saul S. Weinberg
(1960; reprinted 1971)
978-0-87661-015-2 (cloth)

The Athenian Agora

VII.4. The Red-Figure Pottery, by Sharon
Herbert (1977)
978-0-87661-074-9 (cloth)

XVIII. Inscriptions: The Dedicatory Monuments, by Daniel J. Geagan (2011)
978-0-87661-218-7 (cloth)
978-1-62139-001-5 (eBook)

VII.5. Corinthian Conventionalizing Pottery,
by Martha K. Risser (2001)
978-0-87661-075-6 (cloth)

XXV. Ostraka, by Mabel L. Lang (1990)
978-0-87661-225-5 (cloth)
XXVII. The East Side of the Agora: The Remains beneath the Stoa of Attalos, by Rhys F.
Townsend (1995)
978-0-87661-227-9 (cloth)
XXXI. The City Eleusinion, by Margaret M.
Miles (1998)
978-0-87661-231-6 (cloth)

VII.6. Late Classical Pottery from Ancient
Corinth: Drain 1971-1 in the Forum Southwest, by Ian D. McPhee and Elizabeth B.
Pemberton (2011)
978-0-87661-076-3 (cloth)
978-1-62139-011-4 (eBook)
IX.2. Sculpture: The Reliefs from the Theater,
by Mary C. Sturgeon (1977)
978-0-87661-092-3 (cloth)
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IX.3. Sculpture: The Assemblage from the
Theater, by Mary C. Sturgeon (2004)
978-0-87661-093-0 (cloth)

XX. Corinth, the Centenary: 1896–1996, ed.
Charles K. Williams II and Nancy Bookidis
(2003)
978-0-87661-020-6 (cloth)

XV.3. The Potters’ Quarter: The Pottery,
by Agnes Newhall Stillwell and J. L. Benson
(1984)
978-0-87661-153-1 (cloth)

XXI. Tombs, Burials, and Commemoration
in Corinth’s Northern Cemetery, by Kathleen
Warner Slane (2017)
978-0-87661-022-0 (cloth)
978-1-62139-022-0 (eBook)

XVII. The Great Bath on the Lechaion Road,
by Jane C. Biers (1985)
978-0-87661-171-5 (cloth)

Corinth Notes

XVIII.1. The Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore:
The Greek Pottery, by Elizabeth G. Pemberton (1989)
978-0-87661-181-4 (cloth)

1. Cure and Cult in Ancient Corinth: A Guide
to the Asklepieion, by Mabel L. Lang
978-0-87661-670-3
2. Demeter and Persephone in Ancient Corinth,
by Nancy Bookidis and Ronald S. Stroud
978-0-87661-671-0

XVIII.2. The Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore:
The Roman Pottery and Lamps, by Kathleen
Warner Slane (1990)
978-0-87661-182-1 (cloth)

Gennadeion Monographs

XVIII.3. The Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore:
Topography and Architecture, by Nancy
Bookidis and Ronald S. Stroud (1997)
978-0-87661-183-8 (cloth)

IV. Castles of the Morea, by Kevin Andrews,
with an introduction by Glenn R. Bugh
(revised 2006)
978-1-62139-028-2 (eBook)

XVIII.4. The Sanctuary of Demeter and
Kore: Terracotta Figurines of the Classical,
Hellenistic, and Roman Periods, by Gloria S.
Merker (2000)
978-0-87661-184-5 (cloth)

V. Campaign of the Falieri and Piraeus in the
Year 1827; or Journal of a Volunteer, Being the
Personal Account of Captain Thomas Douglas
Whitcombe, ed. C. W. J. Eliot (1992)
978-0-87661-405-1 (cloth)

XVIII.5. The Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore:
The Terracotta Sculpture, by Nancy Bookidis
(2010)
978-0-87661-185-2 (cloth)
978-1-62139-000-8 (eBook)

VI. Exploring Greek Manuscripts in the
Gennadius Library, ed. Maria Politi and Eleni
Pappa (2011)
978-0-87661-407-5 (English, cloth)
978-960-86960-7-5 (modern Greek, cloth)

XVIII.6. The Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore:
The Inscriptions, by Ronald S. Stroud (2013)
978-0-87661-186-9 (cloth)
978-1-62139-013-8 (eBook)

Hesperia Supplements
13. Marcus Aurelius: Aspects of Civic and
Cultural Policy in the East, by James H.
Oliver (1970)
978-0-87661-513-3 (paper)

XVIII.7. The Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore:
The Greek Lamps and Offering Trays, by
Nancy Bookidis and Elizabeth G. Pemberton
(2015)
978-0-87661-187-6 (cloth)
978-1-62139-026-8 (eBook)

16. A Sanctuary of Zeus on Mount Hymettos,
by Merle K. Langdon (1976)
978-0-87661-516-4 (paper)
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30. A LM IA Ceramic Kiln in South-Central
Crete: Function and Pottery Production, by
Joseph W. Shaw, Aleydis Van de Moortel,
Peter M. Day, and Vassilis Kilikoglou (2001)
978-0-87661-530-0 (paper)

17. Kallias of Sphettos and the Revolt of Athens in 286 b.c., by T. Leslie Shear Jr. (1978;
reprinted 1982)
978-0-87661-517-1 (paper)
19. Studies in Attic Epigraphy, History, and
Topography Presented to Eugene Vanderpool,
by various authors (1982)
978-0-87661-519-5 (paper)

31. Ceramicus Redivivus: The Early Iron Age
Potters’ Field in the Area of the Classical Athenian Agora, by John K. Papadopoulos (2003)
978-0-87661-531-7 (paper)

20. Studies in Athenian Architecture, Sculpture, and Topography Presented to Homer A.
Thompson, by various authors (1982)
978-0-87661-520-1 (paper)

32. Landscape Archaeology in Southern
Epirus, Greece 1, by James Wiseman and
Konstantinos Zachos (2003)
978-0-87661-532-4 (paper)

21. Excavations at Pylos in Elis, by John E.
Coleman (1986)
978-0-87661-521-8 (paper)

33. XΑΡΙΣ: Essays in Honor of Sara A. Immerwahr, ed. Anne P. Chapin (2004)
978-0-87661-533-1 (paper)

22. Attic Grave Reliefs That Represent Women
in the Dress of Isis, by Elizabeth J. Walters
(1988)
978-0-87661-522-5 (paper)

34. A Historical and Economic Geography of
Ottoman Greece: The Southwestern Morea in
the 18th Century, by Fariba Zarinebaf, John
Bennet, and Jack L. Davis (2005)
978-0-87661-534-8 (paper)

23. Hellenistic Relief Molds from the Athenian
Agora, by Clairève Grandjouan (1989)
978-0-87661-523-2 (paper)

35. The Greek Tile Works at Corinth: The Site
and the Finds, by Gloria S. Merker (2006)
978-0-87661-535-5 (paper)

24. The Prepalatial Cemeteries at Mochlos
and Gournia and the House Tombs of Bronze
Age Crete, by Jeffrey S. Soles (1992)
978-0-87661-524-9 (paper)

36. The Chrysokamino Metallurgy Workshop
and Its Territory, by Philip P. Betancourt
(2006)
978-0-87661-536-2 (paper)

26. The Sanctuary of Athena Nike in Athens:
Architectural Stages and Chronology, by Ira S.
Mark (1993)
978-0-87661-526-3 (paper)

37. Theoroi and Initiates in Samothrace, by
Nora M. Dimitrova (2008)
978-0-87661-537-9 (paper)

27. Proceedings of the International Conference on Greek Architectural Terracottas of the
Classical and Hellenistic Periods, December
12–15, 1991, ed. Nancy A. Winter (1994)
978-0-87661-527-0 (paper)

38. Fragmentary Decrees from the Athenian
Agora, by Michael B. Walbank (2008)
978-0-87661-538-6 (paper)
39. Land of Sikyon: Archaeology and History
of a Greek City-State, by Yannis A. Lolos
(2011)
978-0-87661-539-3 (paper)
978-1-62139-002-2 (eBook)

28. Studies in Archaic Corinthian Vase Painting, by D. A. Amyx and Patricia Lawrence
(1996)
978-0-87661-528-7 (paper)
29. The Athenian Grain-Tax Law of 374/3 b.c.,
by Ronald S. Stroud (1998)
978-0-87661-529-4 (paper)

40. Between Venice and Istanbul: Colonial
Landscapes in Early Modern Greece, ed. Siriol
Davies and Jack L. Davis (2007)
978-0-87661-540-9 (paper)
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41. Constructions of Childhood in Ancient
Greece and Italy, ed. Ada Cohen and Jeremy
B. Rutter (2007)
978-0-87661-541-6 (paper)

Isthmia
I. Temple of Poseidon, by Oscar Broneer
(1971)
978-0-87661-931-5 (cloth)

42. Archaeologies of Cult: Essays on Ritual
and Cult in Crete in Honor of Geraldine C.
Gesell, ed. Anna Lucia D’Agata and Aleydis
Van de Moortel (2009)
978-0-87661-542-3 (paper)

II. Topography and Architecture, by Oscar
Broneer (1973)
978-0-87661-932-2 (cloth)
IV. Sculpture I: 1952–1967, by Mary C. Sturgeon (1987)
978-0-87661-934-6 (cloth)

43. New Directions in the Skeletal Biology of
Greece, ed. Lynne A. Schepartz, Sherry C.
Fox, and Chryssi Bourbou (2009)
978-0-87661-543-0 (paper)

V. The Hexamilion and the Fortress, by Timothy E. Gregory (1993)
978-0-87661-935-3 (cloth)

44. ΣΤΕΓΑ: The Archaeology of Houses and
Households in Ancient Crete, ed. Kevin T.
Glowacki and Natalia Vogeikoff-Brogan
(2011)
978-0-87661-544-7 (paper)
978-1-62139-003-9 (eBook)

VI. Sculpture II: Marble Sculpture, 1967–
1980, by Steven Lattimore (1996)
978-0-87661-936-0 (cloth)
VII. The Metal Objects, 1952–1989, by Isabelle K. Raubitschek (1998)
978-0-87661-937-7 (cloth)

45. Crete in Transition: Pottery Styles and
Island History in the Archaic and Classical
Periods, by Brice L. Erickson (2010)
978-0-87661-545-4 (paper)
978-1-62139-004-6 (eBook)

VIII. The Late Bronze Age Settlement and
Early Iron Age Sanctuary, by Catherine
Morgan (1999)
978-0-87661-938-4 (cloth)

46. The Symposium in Context: Pottery from
a Late Archaic House near the Classical Athenian Agora, by Kathleen M. Lynch (2011)
978-0-87661-546-1 (paper)
978-1-62139-005-3 (eBook)

IX. The Roman and Byzantine Graves and
Human Remains, by Joseph L. Rife (2011)
978-0-87661-939-1 (cloth)
978-1-62139-008-4 (eBook)

47. Industrial Religion: The Saucer Pyres of the
Athenian Agora, by Susan I. Rotroff (2013)
978-0-87661-547-8 (paper)
978-1-62139-015-2 (eBook)

Keos
I. Kephala: A Late Neolithic Settlement and
Cemetery, by John E. Coleman (1977)
978-0-87661-701-4 (paper)

48. Bridge of the Untiring Sea: The Corinthian
Isthmus from Prehistory to Late Antiquity,
ed. Elizabeth R. Gebhard and Timothy E.
Gregory (2015)
978-0-87661-548-5 (paper)
978-1-62139-025-1 (eBook)

II. The Temple at Ayia Irini: The Statues, by
Miriam E. Caskey (1986)
978-0-87661-702-1 (cloth)

Lerna

49. Archaeodiet in the Greek World: Dietary
Reconstruction from Stable Isotope Analysis,
ed. Anastasia Papathanasiou, Michael P.
Richards, and Sherry C. Fox (2015)
978-0-87661-549-2 (paper)
978-1-62139-021-3 (eBook)

I. The Fauna, by Nils-Gustaf Gejvall (1969)
978-0-87661-301-6 (cloth)
II. The People, by J. Lawrence Angel (1971)
978-0-87661-302-3 (cloth)
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III. The Pottery of Lerna IV, by Jeremy B.
Rutter (1995)
978-0-87661-303-0 (cloth)
V. The Neolithic Pottery from Lerna, by K. D.
Vitelli (2007)
978-0-87661-305-4 (cloth)
VI. The Settlement and Architecture of
Lerna IV, by Elizabeth C. Banks (2013)
978-0-87661-306-1 (cloth)
978-1-62139-012-1 (eBook)
VII. The Neolithic Settlement, by Elizabeth C.
Banks (2016)
978-0-87661-307-8 (cloth)
978-1-62139-027-5 (eBook)

Nemea Valley Archaeological
Project
I. The Early Bronze Age Village on Tsoungiza
Hill, by Daniel J. Pullen (2011)
978-0-87661-922-3 (cloth)
978-1-62139-006-0 (eBook)
II. Landscape Archaeology and the Medieval
Countryside, by Effie F. Athanassopoulos
(2016)
978-0-87661-923-0 (cloth)
978-1-62139-029-9 (eBook)

The New Griffon
8. Mapping Mediterranean Lands, ed. Maria
Georgopoulou (2006)
978-960-86960-3-7 (paper)
9. The Modern Greek Resources Project:
Libraries, Collections, and Databases, ed.
Maria Georgopoulou (2007)
978-960-86960-4-4 (paper)
10. The Archaeology of Xenitia: Greek Immi
gration and Material Culture, ed. Kostis
Kourelis (2008)
978-960-86960-6-8 (paper)
11. Kostas Varnalis’s Papers: The Poet’s Workshop and History, ed. Theano Michailidou
(2010)
978-960-86960-9-9 (modern Greek, paper)

12. Hidden Treasures at the Gennadius
Library, ed. Maria Georgopoulou and Irini
Solomonidi (2011)
978-960-99945-0-7 (paper)
13. A Culture of Translation: British and Irish
Scholarship in the Gennadius Library, ed.
Lynda Mulvin (2012)
978-960-99945-1-4 (paper)

The Propylaia to the Athenian
Acropolis
I. The Predecessors, by William B. Dinsmoor Jr.
(1980)
978-0-87661-940-7 (cloth)
II. The Classical Building, by William B.
Dinsmoor and William B. Dinsmoor Jr.,
ed. Anastasia Norre Dinsmoor (2004)
978-0-87661-941-4 (cloth)

The Temple of Apollo Bassitas
II. The Sculpture, by Brian C. Madigan (1992)
978-0-87661-947-6 (cloth)
III. The Architecture: Illustrations, by Frederick A. Cooper (1996)
978-0-87661-948-3 (cloth)
IV. Folio Drawings, by Frederick A. Cooper
(1992)
978-0-87661-949-0 (cloth)

Other Publications
History of the American School of Classical
Studies at Athens: 1939–1980, by Lucy Shoe
Meritt (1984)
978-0-87661-942-1 (cloth)
Swans and Amber: Some Early Greek Lyrics
Freely Translated and Adapted, by Dorothy B.
Thompson (reprinted 1988)
978-0-87661-945-2 (cloth)
The Birth of Democracy, ed. Josiah Ober and
Charles W. Hedrick (1993)
978-0-87661-950-6 (paper)
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Triumph over Time, 1947: The American
School of Classical Studies at Athens in PostWar Greece, by Natalia Vogeikoff-Brogan
(2007)
978-0-87661-963-6 (paper, North American NTSC format
DVD)
978-0-87661-964-3 (paper, European PAL format DVD)

Lerna in the Argolid, by John L. Caskey and
E. T. Blackburn (revised 1997)
978-0-87661-680-2 (paper)
A Guide to the Palace of Nestor, Mycenaean
Sites in Its Environs, and the Chora Museum,
by Carl W. Blegen and Marion Rawson,
revised by Jack L. Davis and Cynthia W.
Shelmerdine (2001) [Greek edition available
from Papadimas]
978-0-87661-640-6 (paper)

Sandy Pylos: An Archaeological History
from Nestor to Navarino, 2nd ed., ed. Jack L.
Davis (2008) [Greek edition available from
Papadimas]
978-0-87661-961-2 (paper)

The Mycenaean Feast, ed. James C. Wright
(2004) [also published, under separate cover,
as Hesperia 73:2]
978-0-87661-951-3 (paper)

The Athenian Agora: Site Guide, 5th ed., by
John McK. Camp II (2010) [Greek edition
available from MIET]
978-0-87661-657-4 (paper)
978-1-62139-016-9 (eBook)

Kommos: A Minoan Harbor Town and Greek
Sanctuary in Southern Crete, by Joseph W.
Shaw (2006) [published in Greece by Mystis]
978-0-87661-660-4 (cloth)

The Athenian Agora: Museum Guide, 5th ed.,
Laura Gawlinski, with photographs by Craig
A. Mauzy (2014)
978-0-87661-658-1 (English, paper)
978-1-62139-017-6 (English, eBook)
978-960-7067-08-1 (modern Greek, paper)
978-1-62139-018-3 (modern Greek, eBook)

Agora Excavations, 1931–2006: A Pictorial
History, by Craig A. Mauzy (2006)
978-0-87661-910-0 (English, paper)
978-960-7067-03-6 (modern Greek, paper)
The Art of Antiquity: Piet de Jong and the
Athenian Agora, by John K. Papadopoulos
(2007) [published in Greece by Potamos]
978-0-87661-960-5 (paper)
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